1998 pontiac grand prix problems

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. My driveway was fried, imprint of car still there. I filed a claim
with GM last year. The contact owned a Pontiac Grand Prix. After the vehicle was driven 50
miles, it suddenly caught fire soon after being parked. The fire department was called and the
fire was extinguished. The vehicle was destroyed and towed. A police report was filed. The
contact received a recall notification after the fire occurred for NHTSA campaign number: 08V
engine and engine cooling. The approximate failure mileage was 70, There are a lot of recalls on
my poniac Grand Prix SE. They have affected the safety of myself and my child. The steering
fluid leaks from the car after something was replaced on a recall a while back. Recently while I
was in traffic my car stopped going and overheated a lot. This car always runs hot. It may have
something to do with the most recent recall. But this car will no longer even start up. How do I
find out if the recalls are responsible for my car breaking down on me? Yet the didn't have the
parts in to replace and fix the issue. Is there a way to be compensated for this. I need a reliable
car and really wish I hadn't purchased one with so many issues. Search CarComplaints. The
contact owns a Pontiac Grand Prix. The dealer was unable to determine when the second
notification letter would be sent by the manufacturer to determine when the parts would be
available. The manufacturer was not notified of the issue. The contact had not experienced a
failure. Parts distribution disconnect. The contact stated that NHTSA campaign number: 15V
engine and engine cooling had exceeded a reasonable time for repair. The contact received
recall notification on February of However, the dealer advised that the manufacturer provided
two parts per week. The contact was placed on a waiting and the repair will be performed within
six months. The contact did not experience a failure. The VIN was not available. The part was
not available within a reasonable time frame to schedule the recall repair. The dealer did not
give a specific date for when the part would become available. The manufacturer could not
provide an estimated date for when the contact's vehicle would receive the recall repair. The
contact was not experiencing a failure. VIN tool confirms parts not available. The contact
received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 15V engine and engine cooling however, the
part needed to perform the repair was unavailable. The contact stated that the manufacturer
exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The contact received notification of
NHTSA campaign number: 15V engine and engine cooling ; however, the part to do the repair
was unavailable. The manufacturer was not made aware of the issue. The contact discovered oil
leaking from the front and rear valve cover gaskets onto the exhaust manifold. The vehicle was
not diagnosed, but was taken to the dealer to be serviced under NHTSA campaign number: 15V
engine and engine cooling. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was
, Re: GM recall Concern continuing failure to repair my vehicle according to GM, parts on
indefinite recall. Vehicle was recalled and repaired supposedly , original recall no. Recalled for
same issue in December and notice by GM of parts available and solution in February Informed
yesterday and today by both dealer henry brown, casa grande, AZ and Pontiac customer
assistance center that repair parts have not been distributed and are on permanent backorder.
GM sent letter in February saying parts were available, repair would take approximately 55
minutes and to contact a GMC dealership to have repairs made. Today they say no repairs
whatsoever across the entire nation have not been made because repair parts not available.
This do not seem to be an acceptable solution, especially since they notified owners that a
second repair had been re-engineered and parts were available. The last letter was sent by
jeffery M. Can you please help!!! My husband and I was driving my Pontiac Grand Prix to the
gas station. I got a recall notice dated December Per GM safety recall national highway traffic
safety admin id 15V speaks of fire potential, getting runaround about my leaving the car for
them to fix, and providing a loaner, as per owners manual. Went to moran chev dealer, waste of
time, called Pontiac customer assistance number several times, over several days, just got
runaround from 5 people. Have to drive hoping no fire while waiting for service notice. The
contact received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 15V engine and engine cooling
however, the part to do the repair was unavailable. The manufacturer was made aware of the
issue. The contact stated that the vehicle was leaking engine oil. The failure occurred without
warning. The contact received notification of nhsta campaign number: 15V engine and engine
cooling ; however, the part to do the repair was unavailable. The failure mileage was
approximately , The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 15V engine and
engine cooling and stated that the part needed for the repair was not available. VIN tool
confirms part not available. The contact owned a Pontiac grand prx. After adding anti-freeze to
the vehicle parked in the shed, the contact noticed a small flame under the hood of the vehicle.
The fire department was able to extinguish the fire. The vehicle was destroyed. There were no

injuries. The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 15V engine and engine
cooling ; however, the part for the recall was unavailable. The contact stated that the failure was
directly related to the consequence of the recall. The manufacturer was made aware of the
failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. I have a Grand Prix with the 3. It seems fine sometimes, but it will intermittently
stall even while driving. There is no light to check. It will start up strong sometimes and others it
won't. Also, there is some top engine noise rattling. I am not having acceleration issues either
per se, so I don't think it's the crankshaft position sensor. It has a smaller pulley on it because
the previous owner wanted to speed it up, but that has been on there for years and the problem
just started recently. GuruDRCJ9 answered 3 years ago. Update: it has a low coolant light on
even after I've flushed and filled it. Dennis answered 3 years ago. The low coolant light is on due
to the coolant level sensor is more than likely fault and needs to be changed. The coolant level
sensor is located below the radiator cap and is usually grey in color. You must remove the
support bracket and the battery to get to it and you will lose a little radiator fluid. When you get
access to the sensor remove the wire around the unit by pulling it upwards and after the pin is
removed pull the sensor out towards the motor. You must wiggle it to remove it. Insert the unit
in the same way and reconnect the unit. You can go to a tire place like midas or others and they
should be able to reset it. Or, you can remove the battery for more than a half an hour and the
computer will reset,. Jutv answered 3 years ago. Wheel bearing likely is bad or wire to it, tc is
disabled by this sensor. Clean the throttle plate by removing the TB, you'll have a little coolant
leak out and a gasket to replace but it gets really gummed up and closes off air let engine breath
at idle. Only use tb cleaner and don't spray maf. Remove it if you have safety torx bits. Engine
noise is common, lifter ticking, not a big deal unless it gets louder. Others answered your
coolant light deal. Good luck to ya. GuruLW9NY answered about a year ago. What would be the
problem if my car only goes 5 mp.. It will start up strong sometimes and others it My Grand Prix
hesitates and has lost power what can it be? Here is a list of things I have done already and
have not fixed it. New maf, new tps, new plug wires, new honeycomb on throttle body. I have a
98 Grand Prix that sometimes will not start. Ignition cylinder goes thru the motions, dash lights
come on but the starter will not engage. Periodically the key gets stuck in the ignition an My
Pontiac Grand Prix V6 with a supercharged engine over heats when I'm idle or in stop and go
traffic. It is fine if I am driving fast on the freeway. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed
by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered
reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content
will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more
here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so.
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Pontiac Grand Prix question. Search Pontiac Grand Prix Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Pontiac
Bonneville 1 listing. Used Chevrolet Monte Carlo 3 listings. Used Pontiac Grand Am 5 listings.
Used Pontiac Firebird 10 listings. Used Cars for Sale. I have a Grand Prix with the 3. It seems
fine sometimes, but it will intermittently stall even while driving. There is no light to check. It will
start up strong sometimes and others it won't. Also, there is some top engine noise rattling. I
am not having acceleration issues either per se, so I don't think it's the crankshaft position
sensor. It has a smaller pulley on it because the previous owner wanted to speed it up, but that
has been on there for years and the problem just started recently. GuruDRCJ9 answered 3 years
ago. Update: it has a low coolant light on even after I've flushed and filled it. Dennis answered 3
years ago. The low coolant light is on due to the coolant level sensor is more than likely fault
and needs to be changed. The coolant level sensor is located below the radiator cap and is
usually grey in color. You must remove the support bracket and the battery to get to it and you
will lose a little radiator fluid. When you get access to the sensor remove the wire around the
unit by pulling it upwards and after the pin is removed pull the sensor out towards the motor.
You must wiggle it to remove it. Insert the unit in the same way and reconnect the unit. You can
go to a tire place like midas or others and they should be able to reset it. Or, you can remove the
battery for more than a half an hour and the computer will reset,. Jutv answered 3 years ago.
Wheel bearing likely is bad or wire to it, tc is disabled by this sensor. Clean the throttle plate by
removing the TB, you'll have a little coolant leak out and a gasket to replace but it gets really
gummed up and closes off air let engine breath at idle. Only use tb cleaner and don't spray maf.
Remove it if you have safety torx bits. Engine noise is common, lifter ticking, not a big deal
unless it gets louder. Others answered your coolant light deal. Good luck to ya. GuruLW9NY
answered about a year ago. What would be the problem if my car only goes 5 mp.. It will start up
strong sometimes and others it My Grand Prix hesitates and has lost power what can it be?
Here is a list of things I have done already and have not fixed it. New maf, new tps, new plug

wires, new honeycomb on throttle body. I have a 98 Grand Prix that sometimes will not start.
Ignition cylinder goes thru the motions, dash lights come on but the starter will not engage.
Periodically the key gets stuck in the ignition an Hi, I was checking to see if anyone else has
had problems with their Pontiac Grand Prix starting? I have a different car. Content submitted
by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should
not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus
Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies.
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Pontiac Grand Prix question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Pontiac Grand Prix Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. I have a 98 Grand Prix that
sometimes will not start. Ignition cylinder goes thru the motions, dash lights come on but the
starter will not engage. Periodically the key gets stuck in the ignition and will not turn back far
enough to release it. Should I look at replacing the key cylinder, the electrical portion of the
ignition or maybe the neutral safety switch. Tho moving the shifter into neutral doesn't seem to
help. The car is a console shift auto trans. TransAm77 answered 6 years ago. Same thing
happened to my kids car. Replace the shifter itself. It's fairly easy to do and cheap if you get it
used from a junkyard. The shifter has a sensor in it that lets the ignition switch let go of the key.
Periodically the key gets stuck in the ignition an My Grand Prix has had trouble starting lately. It
will start on the 1st try probably half the time. Other times I'll have to crank it, watch it fail to
start, wait a few minutes and try again, give i I have a Grand Prix with the 3. It seems fine
sometimes, but it will intermittently stall even while driving. There is no light to check. It will
start up strong sometimes and others it It will not start when it does th My Grand Prix hesitates
and has lost power what can it be? Here is a list of things I have done already and have not
fixed it. New maf, new tps, new plug wires, new honeycomb on throttle body. I have a different
car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Pontiac Grand Prix question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Pontiac Grand Prix Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. See the
Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint?
The contact owns a Pontiac Grand Prix. The contact stated that while driving at approximately
30 mph, smoke emitted from underneath the hood. The vehicle was maneuvered to the side of
the road where the contact noticed that flames ignited from the engine compartment area. The
contact extinguished the fire himself. There were no injuries. The vehicle was towed to an
independent mechanic, who stated that drops of engine oil deposited onto the exhaust
manifold. The mechanic replaced the valve cover gasket, the spark plugs and the belts. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Add Complaint.
The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 15V engine and engine cooling ;
however, the part to do the repair was unavailable. The contact stated that the manufacturer
exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The manufacturer was not made
aware of the issue. The contact had not experienced a failure. Takata recall I have several
recalls that pertain to my vehicle. I was notified that it should not be driven until I receive notice
when the service parts become available. I am wonder what my next step should be in resolving
this matter since there are several recalls that apply. My vehicle is constantly leaking engine oil,
fluids causing it to over heat. I was informed that it is part of GM recall among various others.
The contact stated that there was a progressive leak of oil onto the engine. The vehicle was
taken to a repair shop and the dealer several times for months and they were not able to
replicate the failure to prevent the condition from worsening. The contact later received
notification of NHTSA campaign number: 15V engine and engine cooling and the dealer was
unable to supply the part within a reasonable time frame to receive the repair. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure and was unable to determine when the part would become available
for the recall repair. VIN tool confirms parts not available. While the vehicle was parked, smoke
appeared and there was a strong odor of burning oil. The contact checked the engine and
noticed oil leaking from the rear head gasket onto the exhaust manifold. The vehicle was not
taken to a dealer or repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure
mileage was , The contact stated that the engine was over heating and that the thermostat
reading kept fluctuating higher as the failure progressed. The vehicle was taken to two different
dealers for several repairs that did not remedy the failure. The contact later received notification
of NHTSA campaign number: 15V engine and engine cooling years after experiencing the failure

and was to schedule the recall repair appointment with the dealer. The manufacturer was
notified of the failures. The failure mileage was not available. VIN tool confirms parts not
available After reversing from the driveway, the contact noticed fluid leaking on the pavement.
The vehicle was taken to the dealer. The technician diagnosed that there was a fuel and
transmission fluid leakage. As a result, the transmission kit and oil pan were replaced. I am
aware of the recall on valve cover gaskets but my car the oil pan gasket is also leaking and was
told this is another common problem. Leaks a quart per month. Was told on first recall about oil
pan gasket. The contact stated that while driving at approximately 30 mph, there was an odor of
burning oil emitted into the vehicle. In addition, the vehicle was leaking oil and smoking from
the hood. The failure occurred several times. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The
failure mileage was unknown. The contact stated that while driving at various speeds, the
steering wheel seized, the vehicle overheated, and there was a burning odor. The failure
recurred on various occasions. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. See the Back
button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? The
contact owns a Pontiac Grand Prix. Upon purchasing the vehicle, the contact replaced the
power steering pump due to a steering failure. There were no warning indicators illuminated. An
independent mechanic diagnosed the vehicle and informed the contact that the rack and pinion
needed replacement. The manufacturer and dealer were not informed of the failure. The failure
mileage was , Add Complaint. There are a lot of recalls on my poniac Grand Prix SE. They have
affected the safety of myself and my child. The steering fluid leaks from the car after something
was replaced on a recall a while back. Recently while I was in traffic my car stopped going and
overheated a lot. This car always runs hot. It may have something to do with the most recent
recall. But this car will no longer even start up. How do I find out if the recalls are responsible
for my car breaking down on me? Yet the didn't have the parts in to replace and fix the issue. Is
there a way to be compensated for this. I need a reliable car and really wish I hadn't purchased
one with so many issues. While driving at an unknown speed, excessive force was required
when attempting to make a turn. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was made
aware of the failure. The contact stated that while driving at various speeds, the steering wheel
seized, the vehicle overheated, and there was a burning odor. The failure recurred on various
occasions. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The gas tank is not sealed in the middle
allowing gas and fuel vapor to leak from car! Failure of the rack and pinion steering system.
When the car causes a crash and kills someone, I plan to sue both Pontiac and GM. This is
exactly like the problem described in recall 02V This car was brought in for that service recall
back in at 39, miles. The car now has 95, miles and the problem is back. It would appear that the
recall fix was only temporary. The cars are still potentially dangerous to drive after the recall fix
has been performed. GM will not repair the car again since they claim they only have to fix it
once. The problem has returned, and if it was not safe the 1st time and had to be recalled, it
should be recalled again until they get it right. Certain passenger vehicles and mini vans have
lower pinion bearings in the power rack and pinion assembly in which the retainer tabs were not
crimped properly. These and some other retainers used in vehicles assembled between January
1, and October 31, , could fail and permit the ball bearings to escape. While driving 5 mph and
attempting to park the vehicle, the contact noticed that the steering wheel was difficult to turn
left. The wheel felt as if there was no power steering and it was nearly impossible to maneuver
the vehicle. He called Pontiac directly and they stated that they were not responsible for the
repairs since the vehicle was excluded from the recall. Currently, the vehicle is parked at the
contact's residence and has not been repaired. The current and failure mileages were , Steering
rack slipped causing loss of power assist when taking left turns. Rack was replaced. There was
a recall for this on some Pontiac Grand Prix but evidently they didn't check far enough so as to
include my vehicle in the recall. Steering pulled to the right causing vehicle to leave road, crash
into tree, and burst into flames. While turning onto street or highway there is a knocking noise
coming from underneath the vehicle, and the steering column is loose. While traveling on the
highway and without prior warning the steering wheel made a certain turn. Unable to control the
vehicle, hit a tree, and caught on fire. Vehicle experienced the same defect with its steering rack
and pinion as stated in recall 02 V , butthe VIN number was not included. The steering was
extremely difficult from a stopped position and was a little less difficult while in motion. While
driving steering locks up and makes a popping noise. Steering rack and pinion has been
replaced. However, it did not solve the problem. Like driving an army tank consumer can't steer.
Once while traveling with children, consumer turned steering wheel, and it would not turn back.
If on a highway, someone could have been hurt. Consumer believes there were quite many
vehicles of this model experiencing steering problem. Steering is loose. See the Back button
â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? Failure of the
rack and pinion steering system. When the car causes a crash and kills someone, I plan to sue

both Pontiac and GM. Add Complaint. This is exactly like the problem described in recall 02V
This car was brought in for that service recall back in at 39, miles. The car now has 95, miles
and the problem is back. It would appear that the recall fix was only temporary. The cars are still
potentially dangerous to drive after the recall fix has been performed. GM will not repair the car
again since they claim they only have to fix it once. The problem has returned, and if it was not
safe the 1st time and had to be recalled, it should be recalled again until they get it right. The
contact owns a Pontiac Grand Prix. While attempting to make a left turn at 40 mph, the vehicle
continued to drive forward. Upon further investigation, the contact determined that the rack and
pinion was the cause of the failure. The contact is in the process of taking the vehicle to the
dealer. There will be no compensation provided. The failure mileage was , and current mileage
was , Consumer states that the vehicle had some trouble and eventually escalated to not
turning left at all. He states he had to turn the wheel all the way to the right then back in order to
turn left. The dealer informed the consumer that the steering rack was binding which required a
complete replacement. The consumer paid for the repairs, however years later, the consumer
discovered a recall regarding the steering rack and pinion. I received a recall letter, then I
moved to a new residents 2wks. Later I parked my car in the driveway went into the house
maybe min I noticed flames coming out of the hood. I ran and got the water hose and put it out. I
called the dealer they weren't aware of a recall I had to show proof letter. I faxed it then they
towed the car to the dealers GMC was called they called the dealer. He came to the dealers took
pictures and report and fedex it to GMC mich. Then they gave me another adjuster darlene
clemens. On May 2nd I called GMC again I was given another adjuster why she wouldn't tell me
just gave me the persons name jemeia price since then I been playing phone tag no one can
help me I am without a car no loaner or any concern since my car is paid off. Consumer would
like to know if there was a time limit on this recall or can he still have it inspected. He states that
the retainer may not have been crimped properly. Recall 02V While attempting to make a left
turn at 5 mph, the steering wheel jerked towards the right. The contact attempted to maneuver
the steering wheel back to the left, but failed. After the turn was completed and the speed was
increased, the failure ceased. The current and failure mileages were 97, The contact stated that
the vehicle would not steer straight and made a clunking noise. The vehicle has not been
diagnosed. The manufacturer stated that recall 02V steering:rack and pinion did not apply to the
VIN. There were no warning indicators. The current and failure mileages were 93, It was taken to
an independent repair shop for inspection where the mechanic detected a problem with the
lower rack and pinion bearings. The vehicle has the same problems as indicated in the recall;
however it is not included in the recall due to the VIN. The vehicle was taken to an independent
repair shop for replacement of the tires. The repair shop found a recall, 02V for the rack and
pinion and determined the popping was a direct result of the rack and pinion. The vehicle has
the same problems as indicated in the recall; however, it is not included in the recall due to the
VIN. Was driving car when it became nearly impossible to steer the car to the left. Turning the
car right worked normally. My repair shop determined that the pinion bearing on my rack and
pinion unit had failed and requires replacement. After researching this problem on line, I found
a recall was in effect for this problem. After contacting my local dealer to resolve this problem
they stated that my VIN was not included in the recall, despite the failure matching the recall
posted on the NHTSA website and GM's own description of the problem. I then called the zone
representative for Pontiac to solve this problem and got the same VIN number story as the
dealer gave me. It seems the scope of GM's recall is inadequate and needs to be corrected. My
car is in the shop now awaiting a replacement GM unit. I have taken pictures of the failed unit,
and it shows the failed parts. This vehicle has the same problems as indicated in the recall, but
it is not included in the recall due to VIN. No repairs have been done. Power steering fails at low
speeds when turning left. The steering is going out on the vehicle when turning left, it's like
there is no power steering. There is recall 02V, but this vehicle is not included due to VIN. The
vehicle is doing the exact same thing as mentioned in the recall. The vehicle will pulls to the
right like it is out of alignment. This started on September 9, Contacted the dealer, they were
going to charge the consumer just look at the vehicle. This happens every time the consumer
drives the vehicle. I was making a left hand turn into a parking space and my power steering
lost power steering. I was able to narrowly avoid both the car next to the parking space and a
pedestrian. I looked up symptoms online and came across the recall for the rack and pinion
steering for GM vehicles but my VIN wasn't in the recall list. I'm in the midst of pricing the
steering replacement and feel my car should be covered under this recall. I'm also hoping I
don't crash before I get it fixed. I've tried to resolve this with GM and the local Pontiac
dealerships and to no avail I could not get them to even look at the car to inspect it to see if it
had the same problems retainer tabs were not crimped properly because it was something that
was internal and it would have to be replaced once it was opened and explored.. I was hoping

someone would review this and help to resolve it. The consumer took the vehicle in to a
mechanic to have the rack and pinion replaced. The dealer replaced the part. The consumer
retrieved the vehicle, but it made a loud noise. The dealer called the consumer to state the recall
part was defective and needed to be replaced again. Please provide additional information. Car
is making a popping noise while turning. Happens mostly at lower speeds. Had rack and pinion
replaced, but problem still there. I'm only 16 years old, and I got this as my first car. Bought it
used from an elderly woman who rarely drove it, so it was practically new. It had , miles and
now 10, miles later it has been very faithful and never hesitates to start. Pros: Excellent
performance, reliability, sound system, interior comfort and room, exterior styling, interior
add-ons like automatic lights, etc, great sounding exhaust, sporty suspension and great
cornering, Heads up display:displays info on windshield, Cons: Cup holders: when cup is there
it gets in the way to get to the shifter, rear lights:water can get in them but it is a pretty easy fix,
small amount of interior rattles but that comes with age. This car is fun to drive, but it has been
a nightmare to maintain. We have kept up the maintnance, but it is just a break-down looking for
a place to happen. We don't beat it. Security system died. Alternator left us stranded. Front
headlamps fell out X2 Rattles and squeaks dealership could not fix. The car is truly fun to drive,
but it just has not been of the quality we expected, nor does it compare to other vehicles we've
owned. This car is definitely a good car 2 pull out on any day of the week, would not say it is
commuter friendly its a gas guzzler. All and all it is a great car would give a strong
recommendation for anyone considering this car. I only drive 14 miles a day to and from work.
In addition, the thermostat is continually sticking making for some very cold commutes. Don't
be tempted to buy this car. Spend an extra few thousand and get Toyota or Honda. I
cat 5e jack wiring diagram
nissan pathfinder radio wiring diagram
2001 dodge stratus rt transmission problemsthe12voltcom car audio
've owned this car for nearly 9 years and I'm so happy with it that I'm buying another GP and
giving this one to my new 16 year-old driver. After k miles, nearly all of the electronics are
original and fully function. No problems with window motors, window switches, windshield
wiper motors, nor are there any leaky window or sunroof seals. No odd noises and no problems
with the power steering. Original transmission still shifts well and the leather interior has held
up wonderfully looks almost new. No fluid leaks either and the engine is nearly as strong as it
was the day I bought it. I still average almost 25 mpg though I'll admit this is partly due to my
non-aggressive driving. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Grand
Prix. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4
stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Grand Prixes for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Grand Prix. Sign Up.

